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The Road Programming 

Program #1 

Program Topic: Division Conference Debriefing  

Presentation Date: February 5, 2017 

Facilitator/Presenter: Todd Sweetman, Jace Jenican 

Number of Brothers in Attendance: 52 

Description: Following the 2017 Western Pacific Division Conferences, brother Todd 
Sweetman and brother Jace Jenican prepared a presentation to share what they learned. 
They presented what they learned to the chapter and spoke about ways to strengthen 
our chapter here at Chapman. After the presentation concluded there was a 
brainstorming session with the entire fraternity on the topic of becoming an even 
stronger chapter and how to cultivate excellence.  

Program #2 

Program Topic: Northwestern Mutual 

Presentation Date: February 12, 2017 

Facilitator/Presenter: Jessica Gioseffi and Nick Socha 

Number of Brothers in Attendance: 60 

Description: Northwestern Mutual, a financial advising and insurance services 
company, came into a chapter meeting to present on how to represent yourself in a job 
interview. They explained and gave the chapter tips on how to have a better chance of 
landing a job. Northwestern Mutual also told the chapter that they were hiring and 
brother Connor Howland ended up landing an internship with the company. 

Program #3 

Program Topic: Hazing Prevention 

Presentation Date: March 15, 2017 

Facilitator/Presenter: Greek Life Coordinators 

Number of Brothers in Attendance: 58 
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Description: The Chapman Greek Life Coordinators came into chapter meeting to 
discuss hazing prevention and discussed how prevalent the topic was in ensuring safety 
for the pledge class. The chapter had a great discussion with the GLCs after the 
presentation while they passed out “no-hazing” wristbands for the actives. 

Program #4 

Program Topic: B+ Foundation 

Presentation Date: April 2, 2017  

Facilitator/Presenter: Joe McDonough 

Number of Brothers in Attendance: 57 

Description: The president of B+ Foundation, Joe McDonough, came into chapter 
meeting to talk about how we can help with the B+ chapter at Chapman. B+ is a 
foundation that supports families who have a child with cancer. Joe informed the 
chapter how the program works and how much it actually does help a family in need. 
We were also informed as to how we can get involved with the B+ chapter at Chapman. 

Program #5 

Program Topic: Student Government Association 

Presentation Date: April 9, 2017 

Facilitator/Presenter: Tyler Porterfield 

Number of Brothers in Attendance: 40 

Description: Tyler Porterfield, a member of the Student Government Association, 
came into chapter and talked to the chapter about the importance of voting. She 
explained how voting is a right that not everyone around the world has, and that voting 
for our government and student government is an effective tool for freedom. 

Program #6 

Program Topic: Affiliated Social Media 

Presentation Date: May 7, 2017 

Facilitator/Presenter:  Armon Battle 
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Number of Brothers in Attendance: 57 Description: Armon Battle, the CEO for a 
startup Greek Life App, came into meeting to discuss how to effectively use social media 
to our advantage. The app he is creating is called Affiliated, and he is using it to help 
connect all people who have been involved in Greek Life. Armon explain how beneficial 
social media can be to connect with others and also build our own personal through 
various social networks (i.e. LinkedIn, Twitter, etc.). 

 

Program #7 

Program Topic: How to Have a Successful Conversation 

Presentation Date: September 10, 2017 

Facilitator/Presenter: Robin Genesi  

Number of Brothers in Attendance: 45 Description: Vice President of 
Administration, Robin Genesi, presented to the chapter on how to have a successful 
conversation. The chapter learned techniques and tips on how to have a meaningful 
conversation while simultaneously progressing the conversation naturally, so there are 
no awkward pauses. The chapter was then broken into partners to practice the skills 
they had learned. This proved very beneficial as we used our new skills in formal 
fraternity recruitment and various members’ reported they used the same skill in job 
interviews.  

 

Program #8 

Program Topic: National Leadership Conference Debriefing 

Presentation Date: September 17, 2017 

Facilitator/Presenter: Daniel Dabach, Nick Dowdle, Danny Barba, Logan Stevens  

Number of Brothers in Attendance: 58 

Description: Following the national conferences over the summer including the 
Charge and Ignite, brothers Daniel Dabach, Nick Dowdle, Danny Barba and Logan 
Stevens prepared the chapter a presentation on what they learned at the conferences. 
The presentation consisted of leadership, ways to strengthen the chapter, and 
brotherhood. The chapter had a discussion after the presentation concluded on what 
was learned. 
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Program #9 

Program Topic: Delta Tau Delta Values Accountability System 

Presentation Date: September 24, 2017 

Facilitator: Daniel Dabach, John Ligon 

Number of Brothers in Attendance: 60 

Description: Brother Daniel Dabach and John Ligon presented the accountability 
system, which keeps actives accountable for living out the nine Delt values. The 
presentation talked about the importance of living out the ritual through said values in 
the hindsight of committing their lives to excellence. 

 

Program #10 

Program Topic: Personal Finance 

Presentation Date: October 22, 2017 

Facilitator/Presenter: Todd Sweetman 

Number of Brothers in Attendance: 58 

Description: Todd Sweetman, the Treasurer of Iota Epsilon, presented ways to better 
handle money as a college student. He discussed creating a budget, tips on saving 
money, and investing as part of his presentation in addition to providing the chapter 
with blank excel templates so members could utilize said practices immediately. 

 

Program #11 

Program Topic: Mental Health/Stress Relief from Midterms 

Presentation Date: October 19, 2017 

Number of Brothers in Attendance: 30 

Number of non-delts in Attendance: 41 

Description: Iota Epsilon chapter partnered with Camp Kesem, an organization that 
helps children whose parents have cancer, by giving students a relief from the stresses 
of midterms. A booth was set up in the center of campus where active members would 
ask people to pause and consider their mental health and wellbeing during the stress 
and business of midterms. Those who paused were encouraged to purchase a donut to 
treat themselves, each donut came with a one sheet detailing various services we had 
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partnered with (Psychiatric Center, Dean of Students, etc.) that students could go to 
when seeking help on the somewhat taboo topic of mental health. The chapter wanted 
to create a calm and safe space for students to stop and pull themselves away from the 
stresses of being a college student. The booth was a useful support center because 
everyone was enduring the same situation and all of the proceeds went to Camp 
Kesem. 




